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Abstract 
In this paper, Tangled String, a method for visualizing sequential data is summarized and exemplified for log text of histories given 
as timeline lists. Valuable events are detected according to the results, on the assumption that the value of an event or an item in 
history means the essential impact on the past trend or on the future events that can be understood by qualitative explanation. 
According to the results, valuable events differ for different granularity in segmenting history into subsequences of events, 
corresponding to our intuitive sense of the impacts of events for human decisions and actions. This paper also aims to suggest 
evaluation criteria about the value of events and information in general, where their quality cannot be easily replaced by quantity. 
Humans’ thoughts should be involved in the process of quality evaluation, so a method such as Tangled String is desired to support 
this process and improve efficiency.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
The timeline of history is an old fashioned, simply structured, and useful type of information. Recently various 
timelines are shown on the Web, about major events in national history, major studies and technologies in scientific 
domains, entered events in walls of Facebook, etc. The reasons why such a simple structure attracts reader has been 
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seldom discussed in scientific literature, but we are aware that people who affected the development of contextual 
shifts in culture, industry, politics, sciences, technologies, etc. and events that affected a lot of other events haven been 
taken as heroes and titles of historical dramas and novels.  
 In this paper, outstanding features in histories are first shown as examples of noteworthy events, humans, and 
products in Chapter 2, for clarifying the points of events that we aim to highlight by visualization. Then the overview 
of Tangled String (TS) is sketched in Chapter 3, where its relation to our aim (described in Chapter 2) will be discussed. 
In Chapter 4 we show experimental cases of TS applied for timelines of histories, and Chapter 5 concludes the paper. 
2. Valuable Events in Histories 
Researchers and writers of history have been motivated from various aspects. As in Table 1, some timelines of histories 
are just listed to include famous events and people in a certain country, and others to focus on details of events in a 
certain period of time.  Even such a list without a specific aim to discuss on a certain theme often induces discovery, 
because it allows reader to find a new viewpoint for interpreting latent dynamics of humans’ society in the 
corresponding place or in the corresponding period of time, freely from a compulsorily assigned task. On the other 
hand, timelines about technologies, science, and industries tend to be listed for the purpose of answering questions 
which may be explicitly asked in the corresponding domain or implicitly shared across relevant domains. For writing 
a technical paper, the reference section can be regarded as a timeline of previous studies, listed for answering the 
question “why was the study of this paper done?”  In the following subsections, a common feature of these histories 
is discussed, by first classifying and exemplifying, to propose a strategy for visualizing historical data.   
2.1. Histories without given theme 
As in Table 1, the history classified by the place (e.g., the name of country, city, village, etc.) is quite prevalent 
since knowledge about history has been developed as a social science about complex interaction of people living on 
the land. For example, the history of Tokyo listed in the timeline of Wikipedia 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Tokyo) is a mixture of contexts including politics, industry, education, and 
habitants’ living. Some events here are evaluated to be noteworthy: the great Kanto earthquake (M7.2) destroyed 
buildings and victimized human lives, affected the design of Tokyo, and reconstructed it with integrating various 
aspects and knowledge of stakeholders. Roads and parks were created to secure the life and the activity of commuters, 
and buildings came to be made tougher against quakes and fires. Furthermore, the police system was reinforced for 
reducing the risk of demagogues and crimes. These changes affected the living style in Tokyo, and also other places 
in all over Japan. Reader of such a time list can discuss the various influences, thanks to putting the event in the 
timeline, mixing domains rather than keenly focusing interest on a certain domain of industry. 
Another, and an extreme example is the history of all over the world. Such a too wide range of history cannot be 
covered by a single timeline (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_history), and the analysis of such an integrated 
history belongs to a problem of data based creation of knowledge16. In this paper, we restrict the problem to 
visualization technique for data about history, by focusing our target on a timeline where events are itemized and 
listed in the order of time. As far as we adhere to this condition, the history focused on a shorter period can be 
meaningful. For example, given a bunch of newspaper articles for one week, without focusing the range of interest 
but just listing all news, we can find valuable news about events such as the government’s decision to increase 
consumption tax, and to use tax payer ID numbers to detect people who do not pay and assign penalties. The influence 
of such an event to individuals and companies may be also found by reviewing the list. 
2.2. History of events collected on a focused theme 
Looking at the history of Artificial Intelligence for example, we notice the emergence of such technologies as 
robots, the Web, and autonomous agents caused significant changes in our life styles. We will find some technologies 
affected both positively (caused good things such as robots consoling aged people) and negatively (caused bad things 
such as computer virus that can be regarded as autonomous agents), if we consider to combine the history of AI and 
of data collected from daily living.  On the other hand, if we focus on the AI history listed for people interested in 
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technological aspects of AI, the lessons to be learned from the same event “autonomous agents” will change: in the 
timeline of AI  history such as http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_artificial_intelligence, researchers’ efforts to 
design systems that work autonomously such as robots, virus, and  Web-bots running daily all over the world-wide 
Internet collecting information for the user, also triggered the birth of counter items such as non-autonomous avatars  
controlled by user as in Google’s Street View.  By thus focusing attention on to a restricted domain of science or 
technology, we can discuss deeply to find concepts providing readers with knowledge.  As well, by focusing attention 
to the domain of AI, the text of Wikipedia above tells “Robot HRP-2 built by SCHAFT Inc of Japan, a subsidiary of 
Google, defeated 15 teams to win DARPA’s Robotics Challenge Trials. HRP-2 scored 27 out of 32 points in 8 tasks 
needed in disaster response. Tasks were drive a vehicle, walk over debris, cl”, after the appearance of studies on 
autonomous agents. Here we find a concrete evidence that support one’s belief that robots will assist disaster 
management in the future for the reason that robots’ ability of autonomous behavior come to the level to drive cars 
and walk, to satisfactory level for rescue activities. 
Companies are also listing timelines of their history on their outstanding Web pages. This may superficially look 
like a history specified by place, but is really a topic-specified history in that the list is intended to show investors how 
the company came to make successes in business. Such a timeline is useful especially if investor tries to ask and 
answer such questions as “what is the core technology of this firm?”, “what is the future vision of the current 
president?”, “who are the stakeholders supporting or disturbing this company?” etc. 
     Table 1. Histories classified by physical reasons and interests. 
Dimension of 
specification 
Physical dimensions Domain of interests 
Place Time 
Examples National history, 
World history, History 
of Tokyo, of Boston, 
etc. 
History of 1600 – 
1850, of the 20th 
century, etc. 
Newspaper articles 
for a week, a month, 
or a year. 
Histories of science: physics, 
mathematics, medicine, etc. 
Histories of technology: car, 
aircraft, computer, etc. 
Histories of industry: bank, 
manufacturing, services, 
publishers, etc. 
History of Tokyo since year 1900, of France in 
the period of revolutions, etc. 
Events: Olympics, 
conference series, etc. 
History of architecture in Tokyo since year 1900 
History of France, toward the revolutions 
2.3. A general expectation of history readers 
As shown above in the two sections, the effect of timelines differ by the width and the types of topics in the list.  
That is, a timeline without a specific topical domain sometimes give an unexpected finding about an event and its 
impact on other events. On the other hand, an events’ essential influence on other events, that may have been 
discounted or regarded as of different context, may be discovered based on sound technical understanding about causes 
and effects of events based on a timeline of events collected for a specific domain of interest. Thus, all in all, we can 
expect historical timelines to clarify the emergence of various effects caused by a certain event, and to urge our 
attention to such an influential event.  
3. An overview of Tangled String 
Here we show the overview of Tangled String (TS hereafter), a method for visualizing sequential data, that is 
capable to show the relevance of each event to sub-sequences, where contexts and various topics are involved via 
repetition of words. In the example above, the “autonomous” behavior of robots may be an essential principle for 
various application domains of “robots”, corresponding to subsequences including the repeated use of “robots” linked 
to the infrequent appearance of “autonomous”.  
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In TS, a sequence is modelled by a string, in which each sub-string which entangles, i.e., returns to the same event 
several times is called a “pill”.  A string having pills may cross with itself to make a larger pill. All items on the 
sequence are divided into pills and “wires” that are substrings providing bridges from/to pills. In summary, an item in 
a pill may appear repeatedly in a corresponding context, whereas an item on a wire between pills can contribute to 
contextual shifts from/to pills. Thus, items on the wire can be interpreted as elements of the mainstream flow in the 
sequence.  A repeated item in a pill is regarded as a key item of the pill, whereas an item which initiates or concludes 
a pill is regarded as a key item on wire, that is a wire-pill meeting point.  
If the target sequence is a timeline of events representing history, a set of words used for expressing events in a 
certain context is revisited several times with changing topics. Here, a topic (e.g., a controlled avatar) is regarded as a 
part of a context (e.g., agents) which tends to last longer although less clearly explained. If multiple authors work 
together to list up a timeline, as in Wikipedia, the topic may vary due to various authors’ interests whereas the context 
should be shared as far as authors work together.  
A set of words repeated in a pill is expected to form key items in a pill. For example, a word such as “computer” 
or “robot” may be used frequently after its first appearance in the timeline about the history of AI, so the string revisits 
these words and makes a pill. Meanwhile, topics represented by “autonomous” may be visited less frequently than 
“robot” because “autonomous” represents a basic philosophy for studies on AI, that initiates a context.  However, if 
“autonomous” triggered the progress of technologies on “Web,” then we should visualize the flow where “autonomous” 
appears at a point, where the wire bridging a preceding context (corresponding to a pill) about “robots” to a new 
context (corresponding to the next pill) about “Web” meets the new pill. That is, if a word is used for expressing an 
event at time t, corresponding to a point on wire, and if this word is semantically relevant to the context of the pill 
starting soon after t, we can hypothesize the word may have initiated topics in the new context.  By such a structure 
made of pills and wires, we aim to visualize a sequential data to enable a user to interpret the contextual flow.  
Let us overview the procedure of Tangle String (TS hereafter). First, a strait string is prepared corresponding to the 
straight (one dimensional) direction of time. Then, each item si in the string, representing an occurrence of a word in 
the timeline, is taken one by one in the order of appearance in the given sequence. For each si, item sj of the same 
token (the word positioned at sj) as si is searched from the preceding neighbors of si i.e., the nearest N lines before si, 
where a line means an event described by a set of words in the timeline (a line can be a sentence if the sequence is a 
document).  If such an item as sj is found, the substring between sj and si becomes a pill as in Fig.1. At the same time, 
sj becomes equal to w j and si+1 (not sj+1) to w j+1, and all items from sj to si are pruned from the wire. Thus the pill 
represents a sub-string covered by a context related to the token of si (equal to the token of sj) but has an  uncertainty 
of topics corresponding to the variety of items and of paths from sj+1 to si-1.  
 
Fig. 1. Tangled string as a model of sequence: pills i.e., tangled substrings, are pruned from wires. As implied here, the direction of a visualized 
tangled string (a the tangled part in this figure) does not completely correspond to the direction of time (the arrow at the top). 
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In the timeline of AI history, token(sj) may be the first “autonomous” and the token(si) the second, whereas the 
sequence of words from sj+1 to si-1 correspond to statements about events relevant to technologies for and/or on 
autonomous agents. Eventually the created pill i.e., the substring between sj and si that gets pruned from all wires, 
means the various efforts of AI researchers for realizing, using, or extending autonomous behaviors of agents. This 
tangled part may later become a part of a larger pill, if some token in the succeeding subsequence (within N lines) 
matches with a token in the pill such as “Web intelligence” or “semantic Web” that should be used for future advance 
of Web technologies. si and sj belong to the same pill anyway, i.e., will be regarded as two appearance of the same 
word, in the same context. At the same time, the weight pill_weight(sj) of sj for the pill it belongs to is increased by i 
– j, i.e., the increase in the size of the pill due to having si as a new member is attributed to the impact of sj on the 
formation of the pill. After creating pills and wires, wire_weight(sf) and wire_weight(sl) representing the impact of sf 
and sl -- the first and the last item in a pill -- on wires, are increased by the size of the pill. Based on these weights, 
two kinds of key items are obtained: 
x Key items in pills: items of top pill_weight(s) values.  
x Key-items on wires: items (u’s) of top wire_weight(u) values. These items play significant roles for explaining the 
transition from/to contexts in the sequence. For example, if the statements about events between the two 
appearances of “autonomous” is tangled to make one pill, wire_weight(sf) for the pill’s first item sf where token(sf) 
is “autonomous”  will be given by the size of this pill. On the other hand, if the history of AI does not return to 
“autonomous” (imaginary, different from the real history) but moves to a new context due to the appearance of a 
new word such as “Windows 8”, wire_weight(sl) of sl =“Windows 8” is estimated highly because this shows the 
impact of “Windows 8” to weakening the social interests in the context of autonomous agent. We regard sf as an 
item that opens a context, sl as closing the context. 
4. Experiments of TS for Historical Timelines 
4.1. Applied to the history of Artificial intelligence 
As in Fig.2, the AI history is visualized differently for different setting parameter N, the window size in searching 
a word from the preceding neighbors, which means the granularity in dealing with time. In the left figure, we find 
“Intelligence” was the initiating concept for all the history of AI, where “robots” appeared as a target of popular efforts 
of AI researchers. Then methods for realizing “autonomously” acting robots and software were studied and developed, 
which eventually gave birth to studies on “Web” intelligence where autonomous agents came to be a key technology. 
“Google” and “HRP-2” realized high-impact outputs of AI technologies, where robots work and avatars interact based 
on the rich knowledge acquired via autonomous activities for collecting and relating pieces of information in the vast 
world. In the right figure, on the other hand, the impact of “Web” appeared as the outstanding key solution to close 
the huge divergence. The recent events known as Google and HPR-2 are overwhelming the endeavors in studies in 
the large pill (at the top of the right figure). 
4.2. Applied to the history of inventions all over the world 
As in Fig.3, timeline of inventions of technologies are is visualized differently for different setting parameter N. In 
the left figure, we find “Gutenberg” (the inventor of printing technology) was the most important inventor for the 
overall history, and “storage” was the next most important. However, if N is increased to 7, “Gutenberg” disappears 
due to its being buried in the enlarged pill. That is, this is now regarded as a part of heated development of technologies 
realized on printing technology. In this way, a long era of technological revolution is expressed by visual output 
formed as connected revolutions of shorter time spans. “Storage” still remains as an important concluding invention. 
Fig.4 shows results of TS for another timeline of inventions in Wikipedia, in Japanese. The content slightly differ 
from the one for Fig.3, and this difference is reflected to the result in Fig.4 where “Astrolabe” is shown as an important 
invention, as well as computers of Casio and Sony are shown. This implies the authors of this timeline are implicitly 
interested in computers (Astrolabe is recently said to be the oldest laptop computer invented in 13th Century that can 
be used for 1000 purposes). As here, the key items on wire obtained by TS represent an essential mainstream of flow, 
reflecting the latent interests of authors of time-lined history. 
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Fig. 2. The results of TS applied to the timeline of history of AI (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_artificial_intelligence). Left: N=4, 
right: N=7. Red rectangles show words represending events starting pills, whereas the green closing pills. Respectively, the former can be regarded 
as concepts initiating the divergence of interests and activities, the later settling the divergence by showing a new direction of technologies. The 
larger words show events of larger values of weights, i.e,. higher impact events starting and closing pills. Note the time flows from bottom to top 
in the left, where top to bottom in the right.  
   
   
Fig. 3. The results of TS applied to the timeline of history of inventions (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_historic_inventions). Left: N=4, 
right: N=7. In both the right and the left, time flows approximately from the top to the bottom. The word “storage” is regarded as the core inventoins 
in both setting of granularity i.e., of window span N. The print technology of Gutenberg and storage of nowaday computeres are both about recording 
information , so we can understand the authors of this list are implicitly sharing interests (compare with Fig.4). 
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Fig. 4. TS applie to the timeline of inventoins, in Japanese 
(http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%99%BA%E6%98%8E%E3%81%AE%E5%B9%B4%E8%A1%A8). The content of the timelines look similar 
but differ for the two lists used in Fig.4 and Fig.5. Astrolabe is highlighted more here than the timeline in Fig.4. This is an ancient machine that 
work in 1000 ways including analogue computer, clock, a tool for observing the space, etc. We can say this is a typical item which leads to the 
birth of divergent developments of topics. See also  http://www.ted.com/talks/tom_wujec_demos_the_13th_century_astrolabe 
5. Positioning on Previous Work 
Sequence analyses have been realized often on the idea that invariant patterns should be extracted from a given 
sequence in data1, 2, i.e., the future gets predicted on past patterns. The basic idea to learn frequent or high-probability 
patterns has been widely used with modifications and extended to the prediction of frequent events3 and/or infrequent 
events4. Methods to extract motifs 5, 6, i.e., featured sub-sequences, considering not only the quantitative measure of 
importance (e.g., posterior probability) but also the structures and types of parts such as noteworthy symbols 
representing types of events have been developed for aiding decision making of human. Probabilistic models have 
been used for explaining the dynamics underlying observable sequence of events7,8. Furthermore, extracted sub-
sequences tend to work in real applications by being connected. For example, clustering of sequences9 and event-
sequence visualization with complementary information10 are not for the sake of clustering, competing, etc. 
themselves, but essentially for comparing and combining scenarios in difference contexts to learn latent dynamics in 
order to react to latent risks and opportunities that are not easy to grasp. 
On the other hand, an essential point of our goal in visualizing a historical sequence, highlighting valuable events, 
is to position a subsequence where words are frequently repeated and cross with each other, linked to an infrequent 
word expressing an essential event. This means to interpret the divergence of topics as an effect caused by latent 
dynamics which may be invisible, trigged by an event or triggered an event that may be less frequent than repeated 
events or words in the divergence of topics. For this purpose, TS visualizes a complex sequence as it is, where a 
sequence returns from present to a past event, making cycles, rather than showing a bundle of sequences where an 
event in at the present moment is positioned after a past event in the same sequence as in the literature6,10. One way to 
achieve this purpose may be to consider the co-occurrence of events ignoring the sequential order, as in KeyGraph11, 
12 and its applications and extensions13,14,15. In KeyGraph, simply put, an item or an event of low frequency in given 
data is highlighted if it co-occurs with items included in multiple “islands” i.e., clusters of frequently co-occurring 
frequent items. Clusters and their mutual correlations are finally visualized to domain experts, so that the underlying 
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latent dynamics can be interpreted, as presented in approaches from chance discovery13. However, information about 
time is missed in the output of KeyGraph, although it is desired for explaining history and learning knowledge for 
decision making toward the future. TS has been invented for achieving our aim overcoming all problems unsolved 
here, i.e., the following three features all connected with each other. 
(1) Highlighting valuable events of low frequency in timeline, i.e., events bridging from/to contexts, where each 
context is represented by a tangled sub-sequence of words repeated in various topics  
(2) Extracting tangled sub-sequences connected via such highlighted valuable events in (1)  
(3) Visualized information about time 
6. Conclusions 
Valuable events are to be extracted and visualized by TS, and this expectation is coming true according to the 
results. In similar manner, we propose in conclusion to detect valuable studies as events the history of sciences, as of 
essential impact to past efforts of researchers and on the future events in human life, that can be understood by 
qualitative explanations aided by the visualization. This is a suggestion for improving the evaluation schema in 
academia, where the impact score of a paper based on citation index has been prevalent as the evaluation of research 
quality. That is, quality cannot be easily replaced by quantity but should be evaluated based on the righteous 
understanding of its potential impact on the history of sciences and humans’ life.  
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